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Abstract
Background: The Mongolian gerbils are a good model to mimic the Helicobacter pylori-associated pathogenesis of the 
human stomach. In the current study the gerbil-adapted strain B8 was completely sequenced, annotated and 
compared to previous genomes, including the 73 supercontigs of the parental strain B128.

Results: The complete genome of H. pylori B8 was manually curated gene by gene, to assign as much function as 
possible. It consists of a circular chromosome of 1,673,997 bp and of a small plasmid of 6,032 bp carrying nine putative 
genes. The chromosome contains 1,711 coding sequences, 293 of which are strain-specific, coding mainly for 
hypothetical proteins, and a large plasticity zone containing a putative type-IV-secretion system and coding sequences 
with unknown function. The cag-pathogenicity island is rearranged such that the cagA-gene is located 13,730 bp 
downstream of the inverted gene cluster cagB-cag1. Directly adjacent to the cagA-gene, there are four hypothetical 
genes and one variable gene with a different codon usage compared to the rest of the H. pylori B8-genome. This 
indicates that these coding sequences might be acquired via horizontal gene transfer.

The genome comparison of strain B8 to its parental strain B128 delivers 425 unique B8-proteins. Due to the fact that 
strain B128 was not fully sequenced and only automatically annotated, only 12 of these proteins are definitive 
singletons that might have been acquired during the gerbil-adaptation process of strain B128.

Conclusion: Our sequence data and its analysis provide new insight into the high genetic diversity of H. pylori-strains. 
We have shown that the gerbil-adapted strain B8 has the potential to build, possibly by a high rate of mutation and 
recombination, a dynamic pool of genetic variants (e.g. fragmented genes and repetitive regions) required for the 
adaptation-processes. We hypothesize that these variants are essential for the colonization and persistence of strain B8 
in the gerbil stomach during inflammation.

Background
Helicobacter pylori is a Gram-negative human pathogen
that colonizes the gastric mucosa of about half of the world
population. The majority of carriers develop an asymptom-
atic chronic gastritis that persists for decades. In up to 20%
of the H. pylori-infected people severe diseases are devel-
oped such as peptic ulcer, gastric adenocarcinoma, and
MALT (mucous-associated lymphoid tissue)-lymphoma
[1]. Epidemiological studies reveal a high prevalence of H.

pylori in malignant gastric diseases. Therefore, in 1994, the
WHO declared H. pylori as carcinogen of the class I (defin-
itive) [2]. Only about 1% of H. pylori-infected humans
develop malignant gastric sequelae, thus indicating a multi-
factorial process that includes host factors (gene polymor-
phisms) [3], environmental factors (alcohol and nicotine
abuse, diet etc.) [4], and bacterial factors. Beside others,
two major H. pylori virulence factors intensively studied in
this respect are the vacuolating cytotoxin VacA and the
cytotoxin-associated antigen CagA. After secretion VacA
acts as a multifunctional toxin causing alterations in late
endosomes and mitochondrial membrane permeability [5].
Furthermore, VacA inhibits T-cell proliferation via β2-inte-
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grins, supporting the chronicity of H. pylori infection [6].
CagA was just recently shown to be an oncoprotein based
on the observation that cagA-transgenic mice develop sig-
nificantly increased neoplasia [7]. The cagA gene is part of
the cag-pathogenicity island (cag-PAI), consisting of about
30 genes. These genes encode a type IV-secretion system
(T4SS), a needle-like apparatus at the surface of the patho-
gen translocating the effector protein CagA into the host
cells. The injected CagA protein becomes tyrosine-phos-
phorylated by the host kinases Src and Abl [8]. The T4SS
and CagA proteins are involved in numerous signalling cas-
cades associated with cell proliferation, motility, actin
cytoskeletal rearrangements, disruption of cell-to-cell junc-
tions, pro-inflammatory responses and suppression of apop-
tosis [9]. Thus, it is now clear that the cag-PAI encoded
virulence apparatus plays a pivotal role in H. pylori patho-
genesis.

Several animal models were tested for H. pylori coloniza-
tion, persistence, and pathogenesis. Although the frequently
used mouse model comes with a large reservoir of genetic
tools such as specific transgene and knock-out mouse lines,
its major disadvantage should not be neglected, as mice so
far cannot persistently be infected with H. pylori type I-
strains expressing a functional T4SS. The stability of the
cag-PAI is lost in mice over time of infection [10]. The
Mongolian gerbil animal model is better mimicking the
human situation and is very suitable to investigate the role
of the major H. pylori virulence factors on the onset and
process of gastric carcinogenesis. In 1998 Watanabe et al.
first demonstrated that H. pylori-infected Mongolian ger-
bils develop gastric cancer after 62 weeks of infection with
a prevalence of 37% [11]. This even occurs without adding
any co-carcinogens. Using the gerbil-adapted H. pylori type
I-strain B128, originally isolated from the human stomach
of a peptic ulcer patient, several groups showed that this
pathogen successfully colonizes the gerbil stomach over
time [12,13]. After eight weeks of infection a severe antral
and corpus gastritis is induced, followed by a precancerous
process of atrophy, metaplasia, and dysplasia as earlier
defined by the pathologist Correa [14]. Less virulent H.
pylori-strains with a defective T4SS, so called type II-
strains, do not proceed in a corpus-dominant atrophic gas-
tritis, a risk factor for developing gastric adenocarcinoma.
Thus, an early inflammation later results in the gastric can-
cer pathway, which strictly depends on a functional T4SS in
the Mongolian gerbil model.

H. pylori is known for its remarkably high level of
genetic diversity creating a dynamic pool of genetic vari-
ants. However, it must also maintain its genomic integrity.
Kang and Blaser (2006) proposed that this pool of genetic
variants delivers a sufficient genetic diversity to allow H.
pylori to occupy all the potential niches in the stomach (for
example, antrum and corpus mucosa) [15]. The usual diver-
sification mechanism involves a frequent intraspecific

recombination [16] and an increased mutation rate [17], but
this is actually not enough to explain the extreme genetic
diversity of H. pylori. Additionally, the large amount of
repetitive DNA sequences observed in previously available
H. pylori genomes, supports this remarkable diversification
phenomenon. In particular, homopolymeric nucleotide
stretches or di- and oligonucleotide repeat tracts can be
phase variable expressed by the regulatory mechanism of
slipped strand mispairing (ssm) [18-20]. Non-random dis-
tribution of long regions of nucleotide identity thousands of
base pairs apart (i.e. repeats) may serve to enhance pro-
grammed rearrangements and genetic diversity in H. pylori,
which appears to be a highly conserved mechanism in
prokaryotes [19].

The comB-system, a modified T4SS, enables H. pylori to
take up exogenous DNA by natural competence. This
allows such DNA to be incorporated into the genome
through homologous recombination [21]. Since in many
cases the human stomach is colonized with several different
H. pylori-strains, a potential recombination within all indi-
viduals of this species might allow a panmictic population
structure [22]. However, despite extensive microdiversity,
H. pylori strains are fundamentally similar to each other in
overall gene content and organization. Applying molecular
typing techniques like the multilocus sequence typing
(MLST), using the polymorphisms of seven housekeeping
genes, it was shown that genetic similarity is conserved in
H. pylori strains from distinct geographical regions [23,24].
The migration of nations as well as the slave trade between
Africa and America is consistent with the prevalence of H.
pylori populations distributed within these humans [25,26].

H. pylori was the first species of which two complete
genomes were sequenced [27,28]. These were subject to a
comparative analysis elucidating the molecular mecha-
nisms regarding the pathogenicity and virulence of bacteria
originating from patients with different gastrointestinal dis-
eases (strain 26695 originates from patients suffering from
a chronic gastritis and strain J99 originates from patients
with duodenal ulcer).

Both genomes contain about 1.6 Mbp. Pairs of ortologu-
ous genes show a sequence identity of about 93% on the
nucleotide level, and several inversions and transpositions
become apparent when comparing the entire genomes. The
two genomes have about 1,400 core genes in common,
while 7% of the coding sequences are strain-specific,
mainly located on hypervariable regions, called plasticity
zones (PZ) [29]. Up until now, another seven fully
sequenced and annotated genomes of H. pylori-strains
HPAG1 [30], shi470 [31,32], G27 [33],
HPKX_438_AG0C1 and HPKX_438_CA4C1 [34] as well
as P12 (NC_011498, unpublished) and HPB38
(NC_012973, unpublished) became available for further
comparative analyses.
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Recently, another two H. pylori strains isolated from
patients with gastric cancer (98-10) and from patients with
gastric ulcer (B128) were sequenced and their 51 and 73
supercontigs, respectively, were compared for identifying
strain-specific genes [35]. H. pylori B128 is the parental
strain that was subsequently gerbil-adapted. Here we pres-
ent the whole genome analysis of the gerbil-adapted H.
pylori strain B8 that originates from H. pylori strain B128,
but was adapted to Mongolian gerbils by several subcultur-
ing steps and stomach passages of up to four weeks. This
gerbil-adapted strain B8 is a typical type I-strain able to
induce severe gastritis as well as gastroduodenal sequelae
over time [36,37].

At first, we considered some basic features of the genome
of H. pylori strain B8, including an analysis of the repeats.
Second, we looked at the similarities and differences of the
genome sequences and proteomes of strain B8 and B128,
paying special attention to the missing and incomplete cod-
ing sequences due to the fact that the genome sequence of
the H. pylori strain B128 is not closed yet. Third, we com-
pared the whole genome of strain B8 with other fully
sequenced H. pylori strains. Although the other strains are
not directly related to strain B8, it is interesting to compare
the new whole genome sequence of H. pylori strain B8 to
other completely sequenced and well-annotated strains, to
study the genetic diversity of H. pylori. Finally, we
attempted to identify candidates for strain-specific coding
sequences that may be associated with the adaptation of
strain B8 to the stomach of the Mongolian gerbil.

Results
General features of the genome of H. pylori strain B8
The whole-genome sequencing of Helicobacter pylori
strain B8 was done by a combination of Sanger sequencing
(coverage 2.5×) and pyrosequencing technologies (454-
sequencing, coverage 16×). The remaining gaps were
closed by PCR and combinatorial multiplex PCR on iso-
lated genomic DNA as well as by primer walking on
recombinant plasmids. We also applied Sanger technology
for resequencing all length variable genes, which in turn
improved the sequence quality. All in all, our approach
resulted in a continuous high quality sequence. The genome
of strain B8 was deposited in DDBJ/EMBL/Genbank on
December 1, 2009 and has accession number FN598874.
The plasmid of strain B8 was deposited in DDBJ/EMBL/
Genbank on January 26, 2010 and has accession number
FN665651.

The genome of strain B8 consists of a circular chromo-
some of 1,673,997 bp with a GC content of 38.8% and
1,711 coding sequences, of which 929 (54.3%) are func-
tionally annotated (Table 1 and Figure 1). There are 496
conserved hypothetical genes in strain B8. The circular
genome was split such that the oriC starts at the first posi-
tion of the genome (Figure 1). The genome comes with a

plasmid, named pHPB8, consisting of 6,032 bp with a GC
content of 35.9% and nine coding sequences, five of which
are functionally annotated.

Analysis of repeats in the complete genome of strain B8
Repeats can occur in a coding sequence (e.g. in the cagY-
gene) or in form of duplicated genes (e.g. virB-genes) or
duplicated sequence regions somewhere in the genome.
There are 144 repeats with a length of at least 100 bp and at
least 80% sequence identity (Table 2). The repeats have
lengths of up to 4,381 bp, and 49 of the 144 repeats are
inverted repeats for which the second instance of the repeat
occurs on the reverse strand. Especially the virB-genes
show homology in different repeat regions, e.g. they are
located on the cag-PAI and the plasticity zone (PZ) of strain
B8. Furthermore, restriction endonuclease genes are located
at different loci on the genome.

Altogether, 4.3% of the whole genome of strain B8 is
covered by repeated sequences. This repeat density is simi-
lar for three of the genomes of the other H. pylori strains:
using the same parameters as above, one obtains a repeat
density of 4.5% for strain J99 (187 repeats), 4.5% for strain
HPAG1 (185 repeats), and 4.1% for strain P12 (160
repeats). Only strain 26695 has a remarkably higher repeat
density of 5.9% (207 repeats). While H. pylori is consid-
ered to be a very repetitive bacterial species [19,38], the
repeat densities of the different strains are not remarkably
high when compared to all other bacterial genomes: The
distribution of repeat densities over 1,052 bacterial
genomes achieves a median of 4.0% and an average of
4.6% (Additional file 1, Figure S1). For example, there are
463 bacterial genomes with a repeat density of more than
4.3%.

To find common repeats, a blastn comparison of the
repeats of the five H. pylori strains B8, 26695, J99, HPAG1,
and P12 was performed. We consider a repeat to occur in
another genome if there is an 80/80 blastn hit of this repeat
to any repeat in the set of repeats of this genome. We say
that there is an 80/80 blastn hit between two repeats if there
is a blastn between any of the four pairs of repeat instances
from the two repeats which has at least 80% sequence iden-
tity and covers at least 80% of both instances. Strain B8
contains 51 repeats occurring in any of the other H. pylori
strains. More specifically, there are 21 repeats occurring in
only one other strain, eight occurring in two other strains,
two occurring in three other strains, and two occurring in all
other strains. Interestingly, these last two repeats (see Table
2, rows marked by a bullet) are very long repeats of 2,201
and 1,134 bp, respectively. The left instance of the 2,201 bp
repeat partly overlaps with gene HPB8_96 and the 16s
rRNA HPB8 r1, while the right instance occurs in a region
with no functional element. Both instances of the 1,134 bp
repeat contain the coding sequence for the outer membrane
protein Omp22. This is only annotated as such in one
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Figure 1 Circular plot of the chromosome of strain B8. From outside to inside the circles show (a) coding sequences on the forward strand, colored 
according to the COG category whose code and meaning is given in the table below the plot, (b) coding sequences on the reverse strand, colored 
according to the COG category, (c) average GC content, calculated for a window of 3,000 bp shifted by 1,000 bp over the genome sequence in each 
step, (d) GC-skew ((G- C/ G+ C)), calculated for a window of 500 bp, shifted by 200 bp over the genome sequence in each step. For better readability 
(c) and (d) are scaled up. For each COG category the number of genes belonging to it is shown in brackets in the left legend. For each COG category, 
the bottom legend shows the letter code, the meaning, and the color of the categories used in the circle plot. The cag-PAI and the plasticity zone are 
marked by an ellipse on the second inner circle. The plot was created by the software GenDB.
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Table 1: General features of different H. pylori genomes.

H. pylori 
strain

B8 26695 J99 HPAG1 P12

accession 
number

FN598874 NC_000915 NC_000921 NC_008086 NC_011498

Basic Features

chromosome 
length

1,673,997 bp 1,667,867 bp 1,643,831 bp 1,596,366 bp 1,673,813 bp

plasmid pHPB8 (6,032 bp,  
GC 35.9%)

pHPAG1 (9,370 
bp,  

GC 36.4%)

pHPP12 (10,225 
bp,  

GC 35.1%)

GC content 38.8% 38.9% 39.2% 39.1% 38.8%

CDS density 91.8% 90.2% 90.2% 91.9% 89.7%

number of CDS 1,711 1,576 1,489 1,536 1,568

average length 897 955 990 954 957

annotated 929 (54.3%) 918 (58.2%) 712 (47.8%) 1,013 (66.0%) 1,111 (70.9%)

strain-specific 
CDS

293 204 112 152 202

thereof 
annotated

3 9 1 8 2

Type IV Secretion Systems#

cagPAI 670,637 - 720,370 
HPB8_696 - 
HPB8_741

+ + + 552,705 - 589,225 
HPP12_0527 - 
HPP12_0555

comB I: 1,575,414 - 
1,578,323 

HPB8_1608 - 
HPB8_1610*

+ I: 13,587 - 16,496 
HPP12_0013 - 
HPP12_0015

II: 1,551,606 - 
1,554,461 

HPB8_1583 - 
HPB8_1585*

II: 37,867 - 40,719 
jhp0034 - jhp0036

II: 38,692 - 41,645 
HPAG1_0036 - 
HPAG1_0039

II: 36,339 - 40,378 
HPP12_0033 - 
HPP12_0037

T4SS-3 (tfs3) 510,833 - 526,789 
HPB8_538 - 
HPB8_554*

fragmented - - 1,394,833 - 
1,411,026 

HPP12_1320 - 
HPP12_1337
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instance in strain 26695, but not in the other three strains.
Strain B8 has 16 repeats occurring in strain 26695, 15
repeats occurring in strain J99, 13 repeats occurring in
strain HPAG1, and 7 repeats occurring in strain P12.

Comparative analysis of the coding sequences of strains B8 
and B128
To identify genes involved in gerbil-adaptation, a compara-
tive genome analysis of strain B8 with the original strain
B128 was conducted. The available sequence of strain
B128 consists of 73 supercontigs. All supercontigs were
mapped to the whole genome of strain B8. Additional file 1,
Table S1 lists the specific positions and the quality of the
mapping. All supercontigs can be mapped to the genome of
strain B8. In total, about 98% of the whole genome
sequence of strain B8 is covered by B128-supercontigs.
Due to some overlaps (of lengths between 2 and 293 bp) of
the mapped supercontigs (Additional file 1, Table S2),
seven of these may be fused resulting in 66 B128-supercon-
tigs. The resulting 65 gaps are between 1 and 4,608 bp long.

For further analysis, e.g. identification of specific gerbil-
adapted genes, a list of genes of strain B8 not completely
covered by B128-supercontigs was compiled (Additional
file 1, Table S3). This list allows to identify "weak" B8-sin-
gletons, i.e. genes which have the singleton-property due to
the fact that the genome of strain B128 has gaps. Our com-
parison is based on 80/80 blastp hits, i.e. blastp hit of at
least 80% sequence identity covering at least 80% of the
protein sequence. A gene is regarded as a singleton if there
is no 80/80 blastp hit of the protein sequence in the set of all
proteins of the reference genomes. The set of genes of a ref-
erence strain with an 80/80 blastp hit in every other strain is
referred to as the core genome.

All B8-singletons appearing completely within the cov-
ered regions of strain B8 are called "strong" B8-singletons.
The uncovered regions of strain B8 contain 35 kbp and
include 60 genes. 33 of these genes completely occur with
at most 2% differences (i.e. insertions, deletions, and
replacements) somewhere else in the B128-supercontigs, or

T4SS-4 (tfs4) fragmented, 
surrounding 

T4SS-3

? ? 452,423 - 492,710 
HPP12_0437 - 
HPP12_0473

Plasticity Zones#

PZ1:452,011 - 
533,220 

HPB8_481 - 
HPB8_564

left: 449,150 -  
479,531 

HP_0428 - 
HP_0460

I: 1,012,090 - 
1,057,038 

jhp0914 - jhp0951

PZ1:452,423 - 
492,710 

HPP12_0437 - 
HPP12_0473

right: 1,044,552 - 
1,071,068 
HP_0980 - 
HP_1009

PZ2: 1,043,356 - 
1,053,784 

HPP12_0980 - 
HPP12_0993

PZ3: 1,394,833 - 
1,423,818 

HPP12_1320 - 
HPP12_1353

RNA Elements§

rRNA 23S | 16S | 5S 2 | 2 | 2 2 | 2 | 2+1‡ 2 | 2 | 2 2 | 2 | 2 2 | 2 | 2

tRNA 36 36 36 36 36

# notation for nucleotide range: first position last position; notation for gene range: first_gene-last_gene
* genes occur on reverse strand
§ number of gene copies
‡ strain 26695 contains two sets of 23S and 5S rRNA and one additional 5S rRNA without associated 23S rRNA

Table 1: General features of different H. pylori genomes. (Continued)
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Table 2: List of the 43 most significant repeats in the genome of strain B8, ordered by increasing E-value.

length in
bp

position strand length in
bp

position number of 
differences

E-value sequence
identity in

%

3241 352423 + 3242 646346 2 0.00e + 00 99.94

818 1614435 + 819 1615640 94 0.00e + 00 88.52

801 1490715 + 802 1543145 6 0.00e + 00 99.25

648 984653 + 647 1039045 1 0.00e + 00 99.85

4381 447896 - 4384 1528769 30 0.00e + 00 99.32

2059 287098 + 2060 912424 4 0.00e + 00 99.81

1164 396381 - 1165 832923 11 0.00e + 00 99.06

• 2207 96959 + 2201 323043 39 0.00e + 00 98.23

2439 210771 + 2438 628615 4 0.00e + 00 99.84

563 690091 + 563 690481 11 0.00e + 00 98.05

588 273255 + 588 1414805 11 0.00e + 00 98.13

• 1135 590750 + 1134 1083761 79 0.00e + 00 93.04

2213 580672 - 2213 901965 7 0.00e + 00 99.68

508 715518 + 514 720788 14 1.88e - 259 97.28

799 692230 + 796 692782 109 4.26e - 247 86.36

663 130801 - 671 1311865 104 1.76e - 186 84.50

602 167233 + 602 869141 87 8.22e - 176 85.55

425 272770 + 425 1414201 32 1.54e - 170 92.47

396 351462 - 395 1070874 28 1.56e - 161 92.93

298 445088 - 298 1538257 9 1.06e - 143 96.98

398 131808 - 401 1311134 40 1.08e - 142 90.02

282 447722 - 280 1533034 11 7.50e - 130 96.10
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421 496148 - 424 526803 61 6.03e - 121 85.61

276 627392 + 277 627526 16 1.58e - 116 94.22

406 130325 - 406 1312519 58 5.69e - 116 85.71

205 213298 + 207 631421 2 4.58e - 107 99.03

468 692461 + 474 693450 91 5.98e - 103 80.80

308 444293 - 316 1539031 40 6.68e - 96 87.34

233 692119 + 233 692236 15 3.32e - 93 93.56

213 85440 - 216 468947 11 2.05e - 91 94.91

232 692120 + 232 692789 16 1.05e - 90 93.10

279 105830 + 279 1670378 32 9.03e - 89 88.53

225 1437117 - 226 1456289 18 1.55e - 83 92.04

243 693340 + 244 693664 24 5.80e - 83 90.16

394 691841 + 396 692394 77 8.27e - 83 80.56

191 397488 - 193 832659 9 3.26e - 82 95.34

264 667779 - 263 1052938 31 3.39e - 82 88.26

319 130360 - 318 630425 51 1.95e - 80 84.01

319 130360 - 318 212583 51 1.95e - 80 84.01

264 798608 + 267 800003 34 6.00e - 79 87.27

323 691912 + 323 693019 54 4.38e - 78 83.28

367 913847 + 367 1312534 70 7.92e - 78 80.93

In particular, all repeats of minimum length 100 with at least 80% sequence identity are shown. The length and the position of the first and 
second instance of the repeat are shown in column 1 and 2 and in column 4 and 5. The strand of the repeat is given in column 3. Column 6 
shows the number of differences (i.e. insertions, deletions, replacements) in an optimal alignment of the two repeat instances. Column 7 
shows the E-value of the repeat and column 8 the sequence identity. The two bullets mark the repeats also occurring in all four H. pylori 
reference strains 26695, J99, HPAG1, and P12.

Table 2: List of the 43 most significant repeats in the genome of strain B8, ordered by increasing E-value. (Continued)
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there is an 80/80 blastn hit, i.e. a blastn hit of at least 80%
sequence identity covering at least 80% of the length of the
coding sequence. This and the large amount of repeats sug-
gest a possible reason why the gaps in the genome of strain
B128 (which was purely sequenced using 454-sequencing)
were not closed: The 454-reads may have been too short to
give enough evidence for assembling regions containing
duplicated genes or repeated regions in the genome of strain
B128.

Further comparative analysis of the genome of strain B8
with B128 reveals that altogether there are 1,652 of 1,711
coding sequences (i.e. 96.6%) of strain B8 matching com-
pletely with at most 2% differences to the B128-supercon-
tigs. That is, there is an alignment of the complete coding
sequence (i.e. from the first to the last position) and a sub-
string of the B128-supercontigs with at most 2% differ-
ences. The percentage refers to the length of the coding
sequence. Table 3 lists the distribution of the difference val-
ues in the best complete matches (i.e. matches with mini-
mum number of differences) of each coding sequence to the
B128-supercontigs. For example, there are 1,281 coding
sequences in strain B8 matching exactly (with no differ-
ences), 269 coding sequences matching with one differ-

ence, and thus 1,550 coding sequences matching with at
most one difference.

Comparative genome analysis of the proteome of strains 
B8 and B128
Comparing the B8-proteome to the B128-proteome reveals
that there are 425 amino acid sequences in strain B8 such
that there is no 80/80 blastp hit in the B128-proteome, see
Additional file 1, Table S4, row marked by a bullet. Among
these singletons there are 371 singletons (i.e. 87%), for
which the corresponding coding sequence has a complete
match with at most 2% differences in the B128-supercon-
tigs, see Additional file 1, Table S5 for a complete list.
From these numbers one concludes that for many genes the
DNA sequence is present in the B128-supercontigs, but the
corresponding gene has not sufficiently been annotated in
strain B128. The remaining 54 singletons of 425 protein
sequences are given in Additional file 1, Table S6. Out of
the 54 singletons, 42 are completely or partly located in the
regions not covered by the B128-supercontigs and therefore
have to be regarded as "weak" (putative) singletons (Addi-
tional file 1, Table S6, green). The remaining 12 "strong"
(definitive) singletons are listed in Table 4. Additional file
1, Table S4 gives the numbers of singletons obtained when

Table 3: Distribution of nucleotide differences in the best matches of the coding sequences of strain B8 against the 
supercontigs of B128.

number of nucleotide differences number of CDS cumulative number

0 1281 1281

1 269 1550

2 64 1614

3 16 1630

4 10 1640

5 6 1646

7 2 1648

9 1 1649

12 1 1650

15 1 1651

40 1 1652

The second column shows the number of sequences matching the number of differences. The third column accumulates the numbers of the 
second column.
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varying the minimum required sequence identity and cover-
age of the blastp hits in the range from 70-100%. The ratio
of the number of singletons and the number of coding
sequences was comparable over the whole range, indicating
a similar quality of the nucleotide sequence.

There are 49 coding sequences in strain B128 such that
the corresponding proteins do not have an 80/80 blastp hit

in the B8-proteome (Additional file 1, Table S7). Most of
these B128-proteins are classified as singletons due to
genetic phase variation, e.g. earlier or later stop codon. In
general, these B8- and B128-singletons are of interest in
analyzing the gerbil-adaptation process leading from strain
B128 to strain B8 (see Discussion).

Table 4: List of 12 singletons of strain B8, i.e. genes which completely occur outside of the uncovered regions and have 
neither an 80/80 blastp hit in the B128 proteome nor a complete match with at most 2% differences on the DNA level.

gene product J99-ortho 26695-ortho

1 HPB8_138 periplasmic protein 
TonB

2 HPB8_277 hypothetical protein 
predicted by Glimmer/
Critica

3 HPB8_399 conserved 
hypothetical protein

HP1105

4 HPB8_639 hypothetical protein 
predicted by Glimmer/
Critica

5 HPB8_655 Hydrogenase 
expression/formation 
protein hypD2

6 HPB8_692 Plasminogen-binding 
protein pgbA

7 HPB8_888 ferrous iron transport 
protein B

jhp0627 HP0687

8 HPB8_922 conserved 
hypothetical protein

jhp0654 HP0716

9 HPB8_976 hypothetical protein 
predicted by Glimmer/
Critica

10 HPB8_1447 conserved 
hypothetical protein

HP1187

11 HPB8_1483 methyl-accepting 
chemotaxis protein

jhp0075 HP0082

12 HPB8_1618 hypothetical protein 
predicted by Glimmer/
Critica

The last two columns show the locus tags of all genes in strain J99 and strain 26695 which are ortholog to the given gene of strain B8.
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A comparison of the complete cag-PAI of the strains B8
and B128 was not possible because the B128-sequence has
several gaps in the cag-PAI region. Nevertheless, it was
possible to compare the two major virulence factors CagA
and VacA of the two strains. Both factors show 100% iden-
tity on nucleotide and protein level.

Comparison of the genomes of strain B8 and other H. pylori 
strains
The chromosome of strain B8 (1,673,997 bp) is longer than
the chromosomes of strains 26695 (1,667,867 bp), J99
(1,643,831 bp), HPAG1 (1,596,366 bp), and P12 (1,673,813
bp). Strain B8 has 1,711 coding sequences with an average
size of 858 bp, see Table 1. The average size is smaller than
in the other strains. The phase variation of genes is one rea-
son for the high genetic diversity observed in the available
H. pylori genomes [39]. This is represented in the small
average size but large number of genes in strain B8. In total,
we found 52 genes (i.e. 3% of all genes) of strain B8 with a
length variation mainly due to gene fragmentation (see Dis-
cussion). Furthermore, the density of the coding sequences
in strain B8 is still relatively high: 91.8% of the chromo-
some is covered by coding sequences. This is higher than
the coding density for strain 26695 (1,576 genes and 90.2%
coding density), for strain J99 (1,489 genes and 90.2% cod-
ing density) and for strain P12 (1,568 genes and 89.7% cod-
ing density). Only strain HPAG1 has a slightly higher
coding density (1,536 genes and 91.9% coding density).

Singletons of strain B8
To identify strain-specific genes (singletons) we used the
software tool EDGAR [40], whose comparison model is
based on pairwise comparisons of protein sequences using
blastp [41].

A comparison of the chromosomes of strains 26695, J99,
HPAG1, P12, and B8 gives a core genome of 1,189 genes.
293 coding sequences of strain B8 are strain-specific (see
Figure 2 and Additional file 1, Table S8 for a complete list).
Of these, 57 are functionally annotated, 42 are conserved
hypothetical, and 194 are hypothetical genes. 36 singletons
are located in the PZ of strain B8. Interestingly, the other
four strains have considerably less singletons: strain
HPAG1 has 152 singletons, strain J99 has 112 singletons,
strain 26695 has 204 singletons, and strain P12 has 202 sin-
gletons. The larger number may be due to the fact that strain
B8 is adapted to the Mongolian gerbil while the others are
not. In contrast, when using less strict blastp hits with mini-
mum bit score of 100, one obtains 144 singletons.

Among the 293 strain-specific coding sequences, 57 are
functionally annotated. Interestingly, the typical genes
related to DNA modification e.g. DNA methylases
(HPB8_1059, HPB8_1100, HPB8_1101, HPB8_1103,
HPB8_1538, and HPB8_1592) and restriction endonu-
cleases (HPB8_1060, HPB8_1119, HPB8_1120,

HPB8_1121, and HPB8_1706) are present in the genome of
strain B8 (Additional file 1, Table S8). Furthermore, we
found two genes coding for proteins enabling DNA transfer
(HPB8_485, HPB8_492, and HPB8_493), a putative trans-
posase (HPB8_518), and two CDP hydrolases (HPB8_1081
and HPB8_1082).

We analyzed the singletons of strain B8 according to the
pathogenicity of the strains. To do so, we compared the
whole genome of strain B8 with the genomes of the duode-
nal ulcer strains J99 and P12 as well as the gastritis strains
26695 and HPAG1. In the case of the duodenal ulcer strains
and gastritis strains we obtained 35 and 74 singletons of
strain B8 in addition to the 293 singletons, respectively
(Additional file 1, Tables S9 and S10). A remarkably high
number of singletons of the comparison to the gastritis
strains belong to the group of T4SS proteins (VirB and
VirD). These are located within the tfs3 on the PZ3 of the
duodenal ulcer strain P12 and therefore are missing in
Additional file 1, Table S9.

Description of the plasticity zone of strain B8
The plasticity zone of strain B8 is located between position
452,011 and position 533,220, i.e. it consists of 81,210 bp
(Figure 1; yellow arrow in Figures 3 and 4). Thus it is lon-
ger than the PZs of each of the genomes strain 26695, J99,
HPAG1, and P12. The PZ of strain B8 contains 84 coding
sequences (HPB8_481 to HPB8_564), see Table 1. It has a
lower GC-content (34%) than the overall genome. For the

Figure 2 Venn-diagram of the genomes of the H. pylori strains 
26695, J99, HPAG1, P12, and B8. The diagram shows the numbers of 
orthologous coding sequences of these strains. The genes of the core 
genome (1,189) are present in all strains. Singletons: 202 coding se-
quences of strain P12 (red), 204 coding sequences of strain 26695 
(green), 112 coding sequences of strain J99 (yellow), 152 coding se-
quence of strain HPAG1 (white), and 293 coding sequences of strain B8 
(blue) have no orthologs in the other four genomes. The diagram was 
drawn by the software EDGAR.
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H. pylori strains 26695 and J99 it was previously shown
that the PZs are flanked by the ftsZ-gene and the 5S-/23S-
rRNA gene pair [27,28]. This also holds for strain B8,
where the ftsZ-gene has the locus tag HPB8_566. In the PZ
of strain B8 typical genes are present (Additional file 1,
Table S11): (a) topA (occurring twice as HPB8_487 and
HPB8_537) encoding a DNA topoisomerase I, (b) a con-
served hypothetical protein (HPB8_501) containing a virD2
relaxase domain, (c) parA (HPB8_505) encoding a putative
chromosome partitioning protein, (d) orfQ (HPB8_506)
containing domains characteristic for DNA methylases and
helicases [42], and (e) the integrase/recombinase coding
gene xerD (HPB8_556). The PZ of strain B8 also contains a
transposable element ISHp608 from position 490,732 to
488,901. The type IV-secretion system tfs3 is located from
position 510,833 to 526,789 (HPB8_538 to HPB8_554). It
is surrounded by a partial tfs4 (Table 1).

In the genome of strain J99, the PZ contains two genes
jhp0947 and jhp0949 that are reported to be associated with
gastric diseases [43-45]. Strain B8 contains a coding
sequence HPB8_512 with homology to jhp0947 and a cod-
ing sequence HPB8_514 with homology to jhp0949.
HPB8_512 and HPB8_514 are both located in the PZ of

strain B8. There is also a coding sequence HPB8_506 with
homology to jhp0927, a coding sequence HPB8_474 with
homology to jhp0960, and a coding sequence HPB8_473
with homology to jhp0961. These J99-genes are reported to
be significantly more frequent in isolates from patients with
gastric cancer. Strain B8 also contains a coding sequence
HPB8_555 with homology to jhp0950, which is reported to
be more frequent in isolates from patients suffering duode-
nal ulcer [46].

In the PZ of strain B8 there are 36 singletons (with
respect to the reference strains J99, 26695, HPAG1, and
P12) of which 6 are functionally annotated (Additional file
1, Figure S2). Removing P12 from the list of reference
strains, one obtains 57 singletons in the PZ of strain B8. Of
these singletons, 11 are functionally annotated. The diver-
gent number of singletons inside the PZ of strain B8 can be
explained by the fact that the 3'-part of the PZ is highly sim-
ilar to the plasticity zone PZ3 of strain P12 (personal com-
munication W. Fischer; Figure 5). All coding sequences of
the PZ3 of strain P12 are present in the PZ of strain B8,
except for the coding sequences virB7-2 and the genes

Figure 3 Synteny plot of H. pylori strain B8 (top) vs. strain 26695 
(bottom). The plot is based on pairwise blastn hits (blast version 
2.2.21) with the following parameters: E-value: 10, minimum sequence 
identity: 80%, minimum bit score: 80. Red indicates homologous re-
gions. Blue indicates inverted homologous regions. White indicates re-
gions without homology in the other genome. The yellow arrow marks 
the PZ of strain B8. The graph was created by the Artemis Comparison 
tool.

Figure 4 Synteny plot of H. pylori strain B8 (top) vs. strain HPAG1 
(bottom). The plot is based on pairwise blastn hits (blast version 
2.2.21) with the following parameters: E-value: 10, minimum sequence 
identity: 80%, minimum bit score: 80. Red indicates homologous re-
gions. Blue indicates inverted homologous regions. White indicates re-
gions without homology in the other genome. The yellow arrow marks 
the PZ of strain B8. The graph was created by the Artemis Comparison 
tool. The synteny plots of strain B8 versus strains J99 and P12 can be 
found in Additional file 1, Figures S3 and Figure S4.
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HPP12_1331 and HPP12_1332 of strain P12. The latter
two are part of the merged gene HPB8_543.

Description of the cag pathogenicity island of strain B8
In the genome of strain B8, the cag pathogenicity island
(cag-PAI) is located between position 670,637 and 720,370
(Figure 1). All essential genes for the type IV-secretion sys-
tem are present in strain B8.

Comparing the cag-PAI of strain B8 with other H. pylori-
strains one observes a rearrangement in the region delim-
ited by the dapB-gene and the murI-gene, as well as a trans-
location of the cagA-gene. In the H. pylori strains 26695,
J99, HPAG1, and P12 the regions delimited by the cagA-
gene and the cag1-gene (cag-PAI) is located coherently
between the era-gene (encoding a GTP-binding protein)
and the murI-gene (encoding a glutamate racemase). In
strain B8 the cagA-gene is located separately from the
region delimited by the cag1-gene and the cagB-gene
between a cluster of six coding sequences (from HPB8_735
to HPB8_740) upstream of cagA on one side and a hypo-
thetical protein next to the murI-gene downstream of the
cagA-gene on the other side (Figure 6). The coding
sequences from HPB8_735 to HPB8_738 are all singletons,
while HPB8_739 is a variable gene. With respect to the ref-
erence strains, the region delimited by the cag1-gene and
the cagB-gene is inverted and occurs 13,730 bp upstream of
the cagA-gene (Figure 7). A blastn comparison of different
IS-elements of the previously sequenced H. pylori genomes
against strain B8 gives a hit with bit score 90 to the inser-
tion sequence IS606 (accession number NP_223544)
located between the murI-gene and the cagA-gene.

The amino acid sequences of the CagA proteins of strain
B8 and the reference strains occur highly conserved (88.5%
identity). Comparing the amino acid sequences of the CagA

EPIYA regions, one observes a much smaller identity of
45.2%. The CagA protein of strain B8 contains the EPIYA
motifs A and C which is identical to that of strain 26695.
Strain P12 possesses the most pronounced EPIYA motifs
(ABCC). Except for strain P12, all strains lack the EPIYA
motif B due to a mutation of alanine to threonine resulting
in EPIYT.

Characterization of unknown genes by codon usage 
analysis
The four singletons HPB8_735, HPB8_736, HPB8_737,
and HPB8_738 located within the region separating cagA
from the gene cluster cagB to cag1 (Figure 7) are of
unknown function and do not show any homology to previ-
ously sequenced H. pylori strains. The variable gene
HPB8_739 is annotated as a regulator of nonsense tran-
scripts. To characterize the origin of the coding sequences
from HPB8_735 to HPB8_739, a codon usage analysis was
performed (Additional file 1, Figure S5). In particular, the
five coding sequences were compared to (a) the cag-PAI,
(b) to all other coding sequences of strain B8, and (c) to 10
randomly selected coding sequences of strain B8. Addition-
ally, the codon usage of strain B8 was compared to the
codon usage of Helicobacter acinonychis Sheeba (acces-
sion number NC_008229) and E. coli K12 (accession num-
ber NC_000913), for taking into account the differences of
the bacterial genera, see Additional file 1, Figure S5.

Compared to the other genes of strain B8, the group of
five genes from HPB8_735 to HPB8_739 as well as the
cag-PAI show a different codon usage. For the cag-PAI,
this difference is statistically significant (ANOVA, p <
0.01). In contrast, the ten coding sequences randomly
selected from strain B8 show a codon usage similar to all
other coding sequences of strain B8. The codon usage of

Figure 5 Comparison of the PZ of strain B8 and the PZ3 of strain P12. For strain B8, the genomic region from position 490,731 to 527,504 (3'-PZ) 
is shown. For strain P12, the genomic region from position 1,394,833 to 1,423,818 (PZ3) is shown. Genes with significant similarity (according to blastp 
hits) are drawn in the same color. Genes with no similarity in the other genome are drawn in solid yellow (B8) and solid red (P12). The image was cre-
ated by the software AnnotationSketch [67].
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Figure 6 Similarity comparison of the cag-PAI regions of strains B8, HPAG1, P12, and 26695. The image shows the annotation of genes inside the cag-pathogenicity island of the four H. pylori genomes. 
Orthologous groups of genes are drawn in the same color. Each gene is labeled with its 'gene' feature tag from the Genbank annotation file. If for a given gene, a 'gene' feature tag is missing in the Genbank 
file in the first place, the terminal four characters of the 'locus-tag' feature tag are used as labels instead. Genes which do not show significant sequence similarities to any genes in the other genomes (sin-
gletons) are drawn with no fill color but a red stroke color. The image was created by the software AnnotationSketch [67].
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strain B8 and Helicobacter acinonychis Sheeba is highly
similar, whereas the codon usage of E. coli K12 is signifi-
cantly different compared to these two Helicobacter strains
(ANOVA, p < 0.01). This fact suggests the hypothesis that
strain B8 acquired the five genes from HPB8_735 to
HPB8_739 via horizontal gene transfer from other bacterial
species.

Characterization of the plasmid pHPB8
The plasmid pHPB8 of strain B8 has 6,032 bp and a GC
content of 35.9%. It contains nine coding sequences (mini-
mum length 80 bp), five of which are functionally anno-
tated (Figure 8). One coding sequence of strain B8
(pHPB8_9) shows homology to the replication initiation
protein A (RepA). Furthermore, there are homologies to the
mobA-gene (pHPB8_4), to the mobB-gene (pHPB8_5), to
the mobC-gene (pHPB8_3), and to the mobD-gene
(pHPB8_6). The mob-genes are reported to encode conju-
gal mobilization proteins. In pHPB8 they are organized in a
cluster. pHPB8 was compared to pHPP12 (the plasmid of
strain P12, 10,225 bp, 11 coding sequences) and pHel4 (the
plasmid of strain P8, 10,970 bp, 15 coding sequences [47]).
In all three plasmids the repA-gene and the cluster of mob-
genes are present. Additionally, all three plasmids contain a
coding sequence for a plasmid stabilization system protein
(pHPB8_1) and a conserved hypothetical protein
(pHPB8_2). The mccC-gene and mccB-gene coding for
microcin are present in pHel4 and pHPP12, but not in
pHPB8.

Discussion
The Gram-negative pathogen H. pylori is an interesting
model system for microorganisms persisting in the host for

decades. To study the adaptation and persistence process in
the stomach, an animal model mimicking the human situa-
tion is required. The Mongolian gerbil model is a suitable
model, as it was shown that a lasting H. pylori-infection
results in the gastric carcinogenic pathway [48] via gastri-
tis, atrophy, metaplasia, and dysplasia, and finally inducing
gastric adenocarcinoma [11,36,37]. These gerbils were
infected with classified H. pylori type I-strains, expressing
a functional T4SS able to translocate the oncoprotein CagA
into the host cells, where it can be tyrosin-phosphorylated
by host kinases [8,49,50]. In a time course study the gerbils
were challenged with a gerbil-adapted H. pylori-strain B8,
originating from the human isolate B128. To improve its
adaptation, strain B8 was passaged several times through
stomach of Mongolian gerbils from our breeding colony.

Up to now there are nine finished whole genome
sequences of different H. pylori-strains available in DDBJ/
EMBL/Genbank [27,28,30-34]. All these strains are human
isolates representing genetic features of specific gastroduo-
denal diseases, such as gastritis, peptic ulcer, and malignant
sequelae. For a better understanding of the H. pylori-
induced gastric pathogenesis and its basic molecular mech-
anism involved, the complete sequencing of the pathogen is
a good approach.

For the current study we sequenced, annotated, and ana-
lyzed for the first time the whole genome of a gerbil-
adapted H. pylori-strain. One goal of this study was to elu-
cidate the effect of adaptation of the parental strain B128 on
the genome level. Since the genome of strain B128 consists
of 73 supercontigs (thus it is not fully sequenced yet),
another goal was the comparative analysis to other avail-
able fully sequenced H. pylori genomes.

Figure 7 Similarity comparison of the cag-PAI regions of strain B8 and strain P12, restricted to the region between the dapB-gene and the 
murI-gene. Clusters of genes with homology are shown in the same color. Clusters of genes with no similarity in the other genome are drawn in grey 
(B8) and white (P12). In strain B8, the region delimited by the cag1-gene and the cagB-gene is inverted and located 13,730 bp upstream of the cagA-
gene. A cluster of six genes (four singletons, two variable genes) is located between the groEL-gene and the cagA-gene.
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The genome comparison of strain B8 with the recently
sequenced parental strain B128 reveals that all 73 supercon-
tigs can be mapped to the finished genome of strain B8 cov-
ering about 98% of the sequence. The uncovered genome
regions of strain B8 contain 60 coding sequences (partly or
completely). For 42 of these coding sequences there is no
80/80 blastn hit somewhere in the genome of strain B128.
Therefore, in a strict sense these coding sequences are not
strain-specific, because they are likely to occur in a com-
pletely sequenced genome of strain B128 (whose gaps
would be closed). Furthermore, 1,281 genes of strain B8
(74.9%) completely match with no differences to the B128-
supercontigs, and 1,652 genes of strain B8 (96.6%) com-
pletely match with less than 2% differences (i.e. insertions,
deletions, and replacements). This reveals that the super-
contigs of strain B128 are highly identical to the finished
sequence of strain B8. About 20% of the coding sequences
of strain B8 have between one and 40 differences, whereas
only 1.5% of these coding sequences were found with two

or more differences. At this point it is not possible to eluci-
date exactly the cause of these observations. Some of these
differences may be due to the stomach passages, others due
to sequencing errors.

In total, we found 52 genes of strain B8 (i.e. 3%) with a
length variation when comparing all genes of strain B8 with
the other H. pylori strains (data not shown). Eppinger et al.
[51] found 92 fragmented genes in H. acinonychis repre-
senting a ratio of 6%. This higher ratio may be due to a host
jump of H. acinonychis from human to large felines. How-
ever, we have to consider that the adaptation from early
humans to large felines is a much longer process (thousands
of years) than the adaptation of the parental strain B128 to
the Mongolian gerbil during several stomach passages.

Resequencing the fragmented genes by Sanger technol-
ogy, we were able to eliminate a homopolymer error in the
454-reads [52]. In only two cases we had to revise the
sequence, all other fragmented or length variable genes
were confirmed. These results indicate that the combination

Figure 8 Functional alignment of the three plasmids of the H. pylori strains B8 (pHPB8), P12 (pHPP12), and HPP8 (pHel4). Homologuous 
genes are shown in the same color. The cluster of mob-genes (green) and the repA-gene (yellow) are present in all three plasmids. Genes homologu-
ous to pHPB8_1 (plasmid stabilization system protein) and to pHPB8_2 (conserved hypothetical protein) are present in pHPP12 and pHel4 (red). The 
microcins mccC and mccB are not present in pHPB8. Genes that are not present in the other plasmids are colored white (pHPB8), orange (pHPP12) 
and light blue (pHel4).
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of 454-pyrosequencing (with high coverage) and Sanger-
sequencing (with low coverage) delivered a high quality
sequence, which, before gap closure, consisted of only 29
supercontigs.

Comparing the predicted proteins of strains B8 and B128,
one obtains 1,711 - 673 = 1,038 proteins of strain B8 that
have a 100/100 blastp hit in strain B128 (Additional file 1,
Table S4, first row). When using the less stringent 80/80
blastp hit criterion for the comparison, there are 425 pre-
dicted proteins in strain B8 and 371 (87%) of the corre-
sponding coding sequences match completely with at most
2% differences to the genome of strain B128. This indicates
that in most cases the DNA sequence is present in strain
B128, but the corresponding coding sequence has not been
annotated sufficiently. Out of the remaining 54 singletons,
42 have to be regarded as "weak" (possible) and 12 as
"strong" (definitive) singletons, of which 5 are functionally
annotated (Table 4). Interestingly the genes HPB8_138
(tonB) and HPB8_888 (feoB) are both reported to have an
important role in iron acquisition. The iron repressible outer
membrane protein TonB possibly serves as a receptor for
the uptake of heme [53], whereas FeoB is reported to act as
a high affinity Fe2+ transporter [54]. The gene HPB8_692
(pgbA) encodes a plasminogen-binding protein. In previous
studies it was demonstrated, that PgbA intervenes with the
mammalian proteolytic plasminogen-plasmin system [55].
Due to the fact that interaction with the plasminogen system
promotes damage of extracellular matrices and bacterial
spread, plasminogen binding activity might be relevant for
pathogenesis [56]. Further genes are related to chemotaxis
(HPB8_1483) and hydrogen metabolism (HPB8_655). Pos-
sibly these genes are important for the adaptation process
during the stomach passages in the Mongolian gerbils.
HPB8_138 (tonB), HPB8_692 (pgbA), and HPB8_655
(hypD2) are of special interest, because they also appear as
singletons when comparing strain B8 against the reference
strains 26695, J99, P12, and HPAG1. We remark that our
definition of singletons is based on comparisons of the
genes on the protein sequence level. Thus the singletons
may include highly variable genes (e.g. tonB).

Using even less stringent parameters (blastp match of bit
score at least 100) 182 strain-specific genes in strain B8 are
obtained (data not shown). In contrast to the singletons
(most of them are hypothetical proteins), the genes with
length variations (as mentioned above) may also be candi-
dates for explaining the gerbil-adaptation. These genes
need to be studied further to understand the adaptation
mechanism to the gerbil gastric mucosa.

The gene annotation for the genome of strain B128 was
done automatically. Unfortunately, there is no functional
annotation to any of the coding sequences: all coding
sequences are annotated as 'hypothetical protein'. However,
functional annotations or further homology information can
be derived for many genes of strain B128 by exploiting the

fact that there are 1,269 pairs of orthologous genes between
strain B128 and B8. Among these, there are 1,169 genes in
strain B8 that have functional annotations, or for which
homology to genes in other genomes exist. Each of these
genes suggests a reasonable annotation for the coding
sequences of strain B128 which in turn would allow to con-
siderably improve the annotation of the genome of strain
B128. Of course, a final conclusive comparative analysis of
the genome of strain B8 versus the parental strain B128
would require to close the gaps of strain B128 and to
improve the annotation.

The genome of strain B8 consists of a single circular
chromosome of 1,673,997 bp with a GC content of 38.8%.
It contains 1,711 coding sequences (average length 897 bp),
54.3% of which are functionally annotated. The general
features of the gerbil-adapted strain B8 are consistent with
other four sequenced genomes (strains 26695 [27], J99
[28], HPAG1 [30], P12), except that strain B8 has more
coding sequences (7.9% more than strain 26695, 13% more
than strain J99, 10.2% more than strain HPAG1 and 8.4%
more than strain P12) and considerably more strain-specific
coding sequences. In particular, there are 44% more strain-
specific genes in strain B8 than in any of the other analyzed
H. pylori genomes. This is supported by the large number
of phase variable genes, building a genetic pool for possible
adaptation processes.

Among the 293 strain-specific coding sequences there are
several DNA methylases, restriction endonucleases, and
DNA transfer proteins supporting the genetic diversifica-
tion process of H. pylori. The analysis of the singletons of
strain B8 according to the pathogenicity of the reference
strains revealed a remarkable difference in the VirB and
VirD proteins of the additional T4SS (tfs3) between the
duodenal ulcer and gastritis strains. Nevertheless, no clear
tendency could be demonstrated for the pathogenicity
groups since Israel et al. presented a strain (G1.1) isolated
from a duodenal ulcer patient that did not carry a functional
T4SS [12]. Thus, a functional T4SS might not be necessary
for developing duodenal ulcer. Interestingly three DNA
modification genes (HPB8_537, HPB8_1098, HPB8_1516)
were also present in the microarray study of the peptic ulcer
strains J99 and B128 [12]. This suggests the hypothesis that
these genes may be involved in the development of gas-
troduodenal lesions.

Strain B8 contains a 6,032 bp plasmid (pHPB8) with a
GC content of 35.9%. The plasmid has nine coding
sequences, five of which are functionally annotated. pHPB8
is on of the smallest H. pylori plasmids isolated so far, but
nevertheless it encodes the expected replication initiation
protein A (RepA) and the cluster of four conjugal mobiliza-
tion proteins (Mob) as well as a plasmid stabilization sys-
tem protein. Our comparative analysis with the B128-
supercontigs indicates that the parental strain B128 already
contains this strain-specific plasmid pHPB8. However, this
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was neither annotated as such, nor mentioned in the publi-
cation of McClain et al. [35].

A genome comparison of strain B8 versus strains 26695
and J99 based on 80/80 blastn hits and visualized by the
Artemis Comparison Tool (ACT) [57] reveals a large PZ of
81 kbp, containing 84 coding sequences with a GC content
of 34%. The 3'-region of the PZ of strain B8 is very similar
to the PZ3 of strain P12 (29 kbp). It is shown that this PZ3
belongs to a type 2 TnPZ, encoding a novel T4SS-3 (tfs3)
flanked by direct repeats of 5'-AAGAATG-3' [42]. Most
coding sequences of the tfs3 of strain P12 (Table 1) have a
corresponding coding sequence in the T4SS of strain B8.
The tfs3 of strain B8 has one coding sequence less
(HPP12_virB-2) and a merged coding sequence HPB8_543
of which the first part corresponds to the coding sequence
HPP12_1331 and the second part to the coding sequence
HPP12_1332 (Figure 5). Besides the tfs3, there are several
typical coding sequences in the PZ of strain B8: a flanking
5S/23S-rRNA gene pair, the topA-gene (DNA topoi-
somerase I), the virD2-gene, the parA-gene (putative chro-
mosome partitioning protein), the orfQ-gene (DNA
methylase and helicase), the xerD-gene (integrase/recombi-
nase), and a transposable element IS608. Moreover, several
of the singletons of strain B8 are located within its PZ.
Interestingly, the PZ of strain B8 contains several coding
sequences (HPB8_514, HPB8_512, HPB8_506,
HPB8_474, HPB8_473, and HPB8_555) that show homol-
ogy to genes reported to be significantly more frequent in
isolates of patients suffering from gastroduodenal diseases
such as peptic ulcer and gastric cancer [46].

The more virulent H. pylori type I-strains are expressing a
functional T4SS that is encoded on the cag-PAI. The gerbil-
adapted type I-strain B8 was used to study the role of the
cag-PAI on the development of precancerous conditions in
Mongolian gerbils [36,37]. PCR-amplification of the cagA-
gene starting from adjacent genes, using H. pylori 26695 as
reference sequence, did not lead to an amplification prod-
uct. This discrepancy can be explained by the fact that the
cag-PAI of strain B8 has a rearrangement between the
dapB-gene and the murI-gene. Moreover, there is a translo-
cation of the cagA-gene 13,730 bp downstream of the
inverted gene cluster from the cagB-gene to the cag1-gene.
Interestingly, there are four hypothetical proteins and one
variable gene directly adjacent to cagA. To derive hypothe-
sis of its origin, a codon usage analysis was performed. This
involves the cag-PAI genes, the five coding sequences from
HPB8_735 to HPB8_739 and ten randomly selected genes
of strain B8, as well as all remaining genes of strain B8.
This codon usage of the cag-PAI and of the five genes from
HPB8_735 to HPB8_739 significantly differs from the
codon usage of the other two groups of coding sequences.
This suggests that strain B8 acquired the five coding
sequences with unknown function and possibly also the
cag-PAI via horizontal gene transfer.

Conclusion
In this current study we sequenced and annotated the whole
genome of the gerbil-adapted H. pylori-strain B8 (accession
numbers: FN598874 for the genome, FN665651 for the
plasmid). The genome analysis suggests that this type I-
strain possibly has acquired the virulence mechanism
encoded in the cag-PAI as well as other adjacent unknown
genes via horizontal gene transfer. This may have occurred
during microevolution optimizing the adaptation to its hos-
tile niche, the gastric mucosa. The relatively large number
of singletons, the existence of length variable genes, and the
large PZ may already reflect an adaptation-process to the
gerbil stomach. Altogether, this pathogen may use its
dynamic pool of genetic variants, representing a sufficient
genetic diversity to allow H. pylori to occupy all of the
potential niches in the stomach.

Methods
Bacterial strain
H. pylori B128 was isolated from a human gastric ulcer
patient and afterward subsequently passaged through gerbil
stomachs until adaptation. In our hands, after several fur-
ther stomach passages of up to four weeks, this strain was
adapted to our in-house Mongolian gerbil out-bred line.
Furthermore, a streptomycin resistance was introduced for
a successful quantitative reisolation. For an unmistakable
differentiation we named our gerbil-adapted H. pylori-
strain B8. This strain was used for the whole genome
sequencing project described in this manuscript.

All animal experiments and procedures carried out were
conducted in accordance with the Guidelines for the Care
and Use of Laboratory Animals and approved by the
Regierung von Oberbayern (AZ 55.2-1-54-2531-41/04 and
55.2-1-54-2531-78/05).

Genome sequencing, assembly and gap closure
A combination of Sanger sequencing and pyrosequencing
technologies was used for whole-genome sequencing of
Helicobacter pylori strain B8. Total genomic DNA of a liq-
uid H. pylori B8 culture (Brucella broth, 10% FCS, strepto-
mycin 250 mg/l) was extracted by using a genomic-tip G-
500 (Qiagen, Hilden, Germany). To construct plasmid
libraries for Sanger sequencing, the DNA was sheared by
employing a Hydroshear as described by the manufacturer
(GeneMachines, San Carlos, CA, USA). The resulting
DNA fragments were separated by gel electrophoresis.
Fragments of 1.5 to 3.0 kbp were isolated and cloned into
the vector pCR4.1-TOPO by employing the TOPO-TA
Cloning Kit for Sequencing (Invitrogen, Karlsruhe, Ger-
many). Subsequently, recombinant plasmids were automati-
cally isolated by using a BioRobot 8000 (Qiagen GmbH,
Hilden, Germany). The insert ends of 5285 recombinant
plasmids were sequenced by using dye terminator chemis-
try and an ABI Prism 3730XL DNA sequencer (Applied
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Biosystems, Foster City, CA, USA). The resulting
sequences were processed with the Phred program and
assembled into contigs by using the Phrap assembly tool
[58]. The genomic DNA of H. pylori B8 was also
sequenced by conducting runs (70 × 75 picotitre plates) on
a Roche GS-FLX pyrosequencer (Roche, Mannheim, Ger-
many). The preparation of DNA and pyrosequencing was
done according to the manufacturer's protocols (Roche).
The sequenced 167,448 pyrosequencing reads were assem-
bled into 50 contigs >500 bp using the Newbler Assembler
(Roche). Sequence editing of shotgun sequences and
pyrosequences was performed by using the GAP4 program
of the Staden software package [59]. In summary, a 16-fold
coverage was obtained after assembly of the pyrosequenc-
ing-derived sequences and a 2.5-fold coverage by using
Sanger reads only. To solve misassembled regions and to
close the remaining 29 gaps in the genomic sequence, PCR
and combinatorial multiplex PCR on isolated genomic
DNA as well as primer walking on recombinant plasmids
were performed. PCR reactions were carried out with the 5-
Prime Extender Polymerase System as described by the
manufacturer. In addition, the TempliPhi™ Sequence
Resolver Kit was used for the sequencing of problematic
templates, i.e., templates harboring stable secondary struc-
tures (Illustra™ TempliPhi™ Sequence Resolver Kit, GE
Healthcare).

Annotation and Comparative Genome Analysis
The complete genome sequence of H. pylori was automati-
cally annotated using the GenDB [60] genome annotation
system. This applies a combined gene prediction strategy
based on GLIMMER 2.1 and CRITICA, along with post-
processing by RBSfinder. Subsequently, for all predicted
proteins searches in public databases, including SWISS-
PROT, TrEMBL, Pfam, KEGG, and COG were performed.
The InterPro database was used to infer GO numbers. Addi-
tional observations about the predicted proteins were
obtained by applying the programs helix-turn-helix,
TMHMM, and SignalP. All observations delivered by the
different searches were manually inspected to infer func-
tional annotations for the predicted proteins. In case of
doubt, additional blast searches were performed. The
genome of strain B8 was deposited in DDBJ/EMBL/Gen-
bank on December 1, 2009 and has accession number
FN598874. The plasmid of strain B8 was deposited in
DDBJ/EMBL/Genbank on January 26, 2010 and has acces-
sion number FN665651.

The EDGAR-software [40] was used to compare the pro-
teomes of five completely sequenced H. pylori strains and
to identify common, unique, and orthologous genes. A gene
whose description does not contain the keywords hypotheti-
cal or the keyword putative is considered a gene with
known function. We also use the notion functionally anno-
tated.

The set of genes of a reference strain for which an orthol-
ogous gene can be identified in every other strain is referred
to as the core genome. In contrast, genes of the reference
strain with no ortholog in any other strain are called single-
tons or strain-specific.

Mapping of the B128-supercontigs to strain B8
The genome sequence of strain B128 is available in DDBJ/
EMBL/Genbank under the project accession number
ABSY00000000. The 73 Genbank formatted files in this
project (accession numbers ABSY01000001-
ABSY01000073) were downloaded from Genbank on June
12, 2009. Each file gives the sequence and annotation of an
assembled contig. The supercontigs are sorted in descend-
ing order of their size which ranges from 226,574 bp (for
supercontig ABSY01000001) down to 649 bp (for super-
contig ABSY01000073).

The genome sequences of strain B128 was extracted from
the genbank files and matched against the complete genome
of strain B8 using the Nucmer program from the MUMmer
software suite [61]. More precisely, Nucmer computed
maximal matches of minimum length 18. The resulting
.coords-file was read by the program OSLay [62]. This
delivered an optimal syntenic layout of 71 B128-supercon-
tigs relative to the genome sequence of strain B8. The
remaining two supercontigs (supercontig 146 and supercon-
tig 161) were mapped to the plasmid of strain B8, according
to high scoring blastn hits. The resulting mapping thus
assigns to each B128-supercontig a unique region of the
genome of strain B8. Close inspection of the mapping
shows that there are five regions where B128-supercontigs
pairwise overlap each other by at least 73 bases. This sug-
gests that these B128-supercontigs could have been assem-
bled to larger supercontigs.

The quality of the mapping was verified by matching the
B128-supercontigs to the assigned regions of strain B8
using Vmatch [63]. When restricting to matches with at
least 90% sequence identity, on average 99.8% of the
lengths of the B128-supercontigs map to the assigned
regions of strain B8 at an average sequence identity of
99.7%. These numbers show that both genomes are highly
similar.

While the B128-supercontigs are contained in the
genome of strain B8, the latter has additional sequence con-
tent relative to strain B128, namely the sequence uncovered
by the B128-supercontigs. We refer to them as uncovered
regions of HBP8. There are 63 uncovered regions whose
length ranges from 1 to 4,608 bp. The total length of the
uncovered regions is 35,157 bp (average length 558 bp).
This is 2% of the entire genome sequence of strain B8.
There are 20 coding sequences of strain B8 which are fully
contained in uncovered regions and 33 coding sequence of
which parts are in uncovered regions.
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Repeat Analysis
Here we consider repeats as regions in a genome that are
duplicated and highly similar. The program Vmatch [63]
was used to compute repeats in the chromosomes of the dif-
ferent H. pylori strains. We were in particular interested in
repeats of length at least 100, such that the two instances of
the repeat have sequence identity of at least 80%. This iden-
tity threshold is consistent with the threshold used in the
repeat counting method of [64].

Plasticity Zones
Plasticity zones of strain 26695 and J99 were mainly
derived from [42], but also from [28]. The positions of the
genes mentioned in these papers were taken from the corre-
sponding Genbank-entries. In strain J99 the PZ is envel-
oped by one of the 23S:5S genes and the ftsZ gene. These
genes were treated as the first genes not belonging to the
PZ. The same was done for the genome of strain 26695,
with the difficulty that the PZ is divided into two regions:
the last genes before the left PZ region are 23S:5S and the
first gene after the right PZ region is ftsZ (nomenclature
from [42]). PZs for strain P12 were inferred from a visual-
ization delivered by the Artemis Comparison Tool (ACT)
[57], when comparing strain P12 with strain HPAG1. The
PZ for strain B8 was found using ACT. It was most obvious
when comparing it to HPAG1.

Analysis of the codon usage
The codon usage analysis was done with the program
codonw [65]. ANOVA was done for each amino acid using
R [66]. As the the data did not show a normal distribution
and the sample sizes were very different, a smaller p-value
threshold of p < 0.01 was used, instead of the standard
threshold of p < 0.05. To identify the differences, the
Tuckey HSD (honestly significant difference) test was
used, again with a 99% confidence-level. This test allows to
identify which means contribute to the overall significance
found with the ANOVA.

H. pylori reference genomes
The following reference genomes proved valuable in refin-
ing the automatic annotation of GenDB: 26695 Genbank
entry (accession number NC_000915) from 29-NOV-2007;
J99 Genbank entry (accession number NC_000921) from
29-NOV-2007; HPAG1 Genbank entry (accession number
NC_008086) from 07-DEC-2007 P12 Genbank entry
(accession number NC_011498) from 28-APR-2009;
Shi470 Genbank entry (accession number NC_010698)
from 17-MAY-2008
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